Specic heat, magnetic susceptibility and magnetization of Co(N3)2(bpg)[(CH3)2(NCOH)] 4/3 , representing S = 3/2 kagomé system are reported. Long-range ordering at 16 K was revealed, however, at lower temperatures slow spin dynamics is still found. The analysis of alternating susceptibility suggests the onset of glassy state. The study of the time dependence of magnetization revealed the existence of more relaxation channels with pronounced dierent relaxation times. The observed behaviour is consistent with the formation of topological spin glass in which relaxation is governed by both spin and chiral degrees of freedom.
Introduction
Geometrically frustrated magnets are of great interest due to novel phases, appearing because of large degeneracy of low energy states. In particular, for systems in kagomé lattice, the formation of disorder-free spin glass state, termed topological spin glass, has been predicted [1] . This state is believed to be a consequence of weak additional interactions, e.g. next nearest exchange, which using order by disorder mechanism select groups of states, from which q = 0 and √ 3 × √ 3 states are favoured [2] . These states are characterized by uniform and staggered chiralities, respectively, and dierent relaxation rate was predicted for chiral and spin degrees of freedom [3] . The purpose of this work is to investigate the potential formation of topological spin glass in
Experimental details
The studied compound has been synthesized following well established procedure [4] . The structure of the stud- 2 K to 30 K, whereas SQUID magnetometer was used for ac susceptibility and magnetization measurements.
Results and discussion
The magnetization in FC and ZFC regimes was studied 
in which χ 0 and χ S denote isothermal and adiabatic susceptibilities, respectively, α characterizes the width of the distribution of relaxation times, τ C represents mean relaxation time and ω denotes the excitation frequency.
The results are presented in Fig. 2 . Below 10 K the parameter α from Cole-Cole formula was found to be bigger than 0.85, indicating a wide distribution of relaxation times characteristic for spin glass state. It should be stressed, that the temperature dependence of the isothermal susceptibility χ 0 obtained from the t, is in very good agreement with ac susceptibilities found at lowest frequencies. For simplicity, adiabatic susceptibility χ S was set to zero. Notably, the observed spin glass state is not induced by structural and/or bond disorder as is the case of canonical spin glasses. Fig. 2 . Cole-Cole diagrams of I, normalized to isothermal susceptibility χ0 analyzed at various temperatures.
In order to get insight in slow dynamics revealed by ac susceptibility studies, time dependence of magnetization was investigated at various temperatures. To this end, the sample was cooled in magnetic eld from above 16 K to the desired temperature between 2 K and 10 K. The spin glass state does not seem to be induced by structural disorder and has properties anticipated in topological spin glass. However, further investigation at lower temperatures and frequencies using single crystals is necessary to elucidate the origin of the observed behaviour.
